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While I completely suck at making prisons Ive loved escape mode. Sadly even if I wanted to play either modes I simply cannot
because the game constantly crashes while i play it.. I'm 40 hours in when I wrote this review One of the best
management/building games Bought it on sale It might get boring fast when you've built everything and get everything runnin
but you always can start a new one and plan fun stuff It has mods and you can customize the save files and stuff Hope the devs
add more stuff Sure it has some cons but overall its a very nice game. I like this game, but it keeps randomly crashing. After
looking through the discussions, I've noticed that this is a common problem across the board. In multiple discussions there were
people who emailed the devs about this problem only for them to reply back saying they "don't deal with technical issues."
Based on the commonality of the problem, it seems to be an issue with the game itself and not just a "technical issue." The
constant crashing honestly makes this game unplayable. Until the devs fix this, I wouldn't recommend getting this game.. this
game is awesome just awesome, its gives you something new and nostalgia at the same time and these games are getting very
rare nowerdays. its really hard to find a decent strategic building tycoon game (idk what the specific name is), i think the last
one i played was the original rollercoaster tycoon, and the added multiplayer is just heaven. even if its a bit buggy sometimes.. >
Started a game > > 8 prisoners arrive while I have no idea what's going on > > make a room for them so i can build in peace > >
forgot to give prisiners food > > > they died from hunger > > 10/10 would kill lowlevel criminals agian. Have had game for a a
few years now, very good!
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